Resolution
Approved May 30th, 2006
By the Durham/York Residual Waste Study
Joint Waste Management Group
Be it therefore resolved that the Durham/York Residual Waste Study Joint Waste Management Group recommends:

1. That the respective Councils for the Region of Durham and York Region APPROVE of the recommended preferred residuals processing system set out in the Report on the Evaluation of “Alternatives To” and Identification of the Preferred Residuals Processing System, summarised as follows:
   a. The preferred system to manage the post-diversion or residual wastes is System 2a) – Thermal Treatment of MSW and Recovery of Energy followed by the Recovery of Materials from the Ash/Char.
   b. Because new technologies may offer additional benefits an alternative for further consideration in the upcoming competitive process is System 2b) Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel.

2. That the Staff and Consultant team for the Durham/York Residual Waste Study be directed to proceed with the evaluation of “Alternative Methods” in accordance with the approved EA Terms of Reference, including (but not limited to):
   a. Consult with the public and agencies and confirm the proposed evaluation methodology and criteria to be utilized throughout the evaluation of “Alternative Methods”;
   b. Determination of optimal facility size and throughput and resulting site size requirements;
   c. The identification and evaluation of siting alternatives for a processing facility;
   d. The evaluation of implementation methods, including public-private partnerships and system financing; and
   e. Initiation of a formal competitive procurement process as part of evaluation of “Alternative Methods” of implementing the preferred undertaking.
RECOMMENDATIONS APPROVED BY DURHAM REGIONAL COUNCIL ON JUNE 21, 2006 REGARDING THE JOINT WASTE MANAGEMENT CONCLUSION ON PREFERRED SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT OF RESIDUAL WASTE (2006-WR-13)

a) THAT the preferred system to manage the post-diversion or residual waste being System 2 (a) – Thermal Treatment of Mixed Solid Waste (MSW) and Recovery of Energy followed by the Recovery of Materials from the Ash/Char, as outlined in the Report on the 'Evaluation of "Alternatives To" and Identification of the Preferred Residuals Processing System', be approved;

b) THAT as new technologies may offer additional benefits, an alternative for further consideration in the upcoming competitive process be System 2 (b) – Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel;

c) THAT staff and the Consultant team for the Durham/York Residual Waste Study be directed to proceed with the evaluation of 'Alternative Methods' in accordance with the approved EA Terms of Reference, including, but not limited to:

i) Consultation with the public and agencies and confirmation of the proposed evaluation methodology and criteria to be utilized throughout the evaluation of 'Alternative Methods';

ii) Determination of optimal facility size and the resulting site size requirements;

iii) The identification and evaluation of siting alternatives for a processing facility;

iv) The evaluation of implementation methods, including ownership options, public-private partnerships and system financing; and

v) Initiation of a formal competitive procurement process as part of the evaluation of 'Alternative Methods' of implementing the preferred undertaking.
York Council Resolution
Approved June 22\textsuperscript{nd}, 2006
Clause No. 1 in Report No. 4 of the Solid Waste Management Committee was adopted, without amendment, by the Council of The Regional Municipality of York at its meeting on June 22, 2006.
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RECOMMENDED RESIDUAL WASTE TECHNOLOGY

The Solid Waste Management Committee recommends the following:

1. The presentation by Andrew Campbell, Director, Solid Waste Management, be received;

2. The recommendations contained in the following report, June 6, 2006, from the Commissioner of Transportation and Works, be adopted; and

3. The communication from Regional Councillor Jack Heath, June 7, 2006, be received and referred to staff, and that staff be requested to:

   (a) develop a strategy on the ways and means that consultation, education and communication with the public and interested groups can be increased regarding the Environmental Assessment process and related issues under discussion, for implementation in early September 2006 with the approval of the Regional Chair, Committee Chair and Vice Chair;

   (b) provide comments and recommendations regarding the development of a Memorandum of Community Agreement;

   (c) prepare a resolution requesting changes and improvements to legislation to ensure the success of the Durham/York joint venture, if implementation is recommended, to be sent to the provincial and federal governments;

and report back to Committee in September regarding these items.

1. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that:

1. Council approve that the preferred system to manage the post diversion residual wastes be Option 2a – Thermal Treatment of Municipal Solid Waste and Recovery of Energy Followed by the Recovery of Materials from the Ash/Char as described in the Environmental Assessment Study report “Evaluation of Alternatives to and Identification of the Preferred Residuals Processing System”.
2. Council also endorse Option 2b Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel as an alternative for further consideration in the upcoming competitive procurement process as new technologies may offer additional benefits.

3. The Staff and Consultant team for the Durham/York Residual Waste Study be directed to proceed with the next step in the Environmental Assessment process which is the evaluation of “Alternative Methods” in accordance with the approved EA Terms of Reference, including (but not limited to):

   a. Consultation with the public and agencies and confirming the proposed evaluation methodology and criteria to be used throughout the evaluation of “Alternative Methods”
   
   b. Determination of the optimal facility size and throughput and resulting site size requirements
   
   c. Identification and evaluation of siting alternatives for a processing facility
   
   d. Evaluation of implementation methods, including ownership options, public-private partnerships and system financing
   
   e. Initiation of a formal competitive procurement process as part of evaluation of “Alternative Methods” of implementing the preferred undertaking.

4. Council acknowledge the effort and diligence of the Joint Waste Management Group for the York Durham Residual Waste Environmental Assessment on the development of their recommendations for the preferred technology as presented in Attachment 2.

2. PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is for Council to review the recommendation of the Joint Waste Management Group for the York Durham Residual Waste Environmental Assessment Study and to select a preferred waste processing technology.

3. BACKGROUND

On June 23, 2005, Council adopted Clause 1 of Report No. 4 of the Commissioner of Transportation and Works recommending a partnership with Durham Region to undertake an individual Environmental Assessment to study residual waste management for the two Regions. A Joint Waste Management Group (JWMG) was established with representation from both York and Durham Region Councils and citizens to serve as a
Steering Committee for the initiative. On March 31, 2006, the Ministry of the Environment approved the Terms of Reference for the Environmental Assessment Study.

On May 25, 2006, Council received Clause 1 of Report No. 3 of the Commissioner of Transportation and Works describing the technology review and draft recommendation of the Consultants for the selection of a long-term waste processing system to minimize our landfill needs as part of the Durham/York Residual Waste Environmental Assessment (EA). The draft recommendation was to use a thermal process (i.e. energy from waste, incineration or gasification). This draft recommendation was circulated for public comment to over 400 government and non-government organizations, was discussed at public information sessions on May 9, 10 and 11 and was the subject of deputations to the Solid Waste Management Committee and JWMG on May 17, 2006. In addition a telephone poll was conducted by Ipsos Reid regarding the preferred alternative during the week of May 15, 2006.

On May 25, 2006, Council also adopted Clause 3 of Report No. 3 of the Commissioner of Transportation and Works on a Waste Diversion Strategy for the Region and local municipalities setting out a target of 65% waste diversion by 2008 which is a slight increase over earlier projections. The strategy also contemplates a higher diversion rate of 75% in the longer term.

4. ANALYSIS AND OPTIONS

The project consultants, MacViro Consultants Inc. and Jacques Whitford Limited (jointly referred to as the Consultant) presented their final recommendation for the preferred technology to process York and Durham Region’s residual waste to the JWMG on May 30, 2006. The details of the analysis are outlined in their final report “Evaluation of Alternatives To” and Identification of the Preferred Residuals Processing System” (see Attachment 1). All of the study documentation including the detailed Annexes can be found on the project website www.durhamyorkwaste.ca.

The following activities were undertaken prior to preparation of this final report on the identification of the preferred long-term residuals processing system:

- The draft report was released to the public and government review agencies for a period of 30 days starting on April 19th, 2006 and ending on May 19, 2006.

- Notification was issued of the availability of the draft report by way of direct contact with the established public and government review agency list and by way of the website and local media for the general public.

- Copies of the draft documentation were forwarded to the public and government agencies in the established contact lists and copies were placed in the local libraries, municipal offices and on the study website for public review.
Concurrent Public Information Sessions were held in both Durham and York during the evening of May 9, 10 and 11, 2006. These sessions were attended by a total of 303 individuals, and 110 attendees completed and returned a questionnaire providing input on the draft report. The majority of attendees indicated that they strongly or somewhat agreed with the recommended residuals processing system.

A telephone poll was conducted by Ipsos Reid during the week of May 15th, 2006, reaching 200 individuals in Durham and 200 individuals in York to determine their support for the recommended residuals processing approach. The results of the survey indicated that approximately 78% of the residents of Durham and York agree with building a Thermal Treatment Facility.

The Joint Waste Management Group scheduled, advertised and held concurrent special meetings in both Durham and York during the day and evening of May 17th, 2006 to receive delegations from interested parties on the draft report and its results. A total of 18 delegations were received in Durham and 16 in York. The majority of delegations supported the recommended residuals processing system, and those that did not were highly supportive of increased diversion efforts in both municipalities.

Comments received during the draft report review period were documented and included in the final report as “Annex F”. Comments received were considered and addressed, as appropriate, during finalization of the report.

4.1 Public Consultation Results
The results of the consultative process indicate that:

A significant majority of the public (approximately 80%) that participated in the consultative process agreed with the consultants’ recommendation the preferred system is System 2(a) – Thermal Treatment of MSW and Recovery of Energy followed by Recovery of Materials from the Ash/Char. It was recognized, however, that new technologies categorized in System 2(b) – Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel may ultimately offer important benefits and as a result the competitive process used during the evaluation of “Alternative Methods” should allow for the submission of proposals to implement both System 2(a) and System 2(b), with the final decision on the technologies used to implement the preferred residuals processing system being based on the results of this competitive process.

The majority (57%) of those who did not agree (10% of the total individuals surveyed) with the recommended preferred system generally supported increased diversion activities, including extended producer responsibility and expansion of the municipal diversion system. It is recommended that Durham and York continue to support a hierarchy of waste management practices whereby diversion is the priority and continues to manage an increasing percentage of the municipal waste stream over time with a diversion target of 60% at the beginning of the planning period escalating to 75% towards the latter end of the planning period.
A minority (29%) of those who did not agree (5% of the total individuals surveyed) with the recommended system, preferred to continue to export waste to landfill sites outside of the Regions.

The Consultant has posted on the project website all of the comments received as well as responses (over 150 pages of material). These issues are summarized in Section 4.2.

### 4.2 Key Issues Identified during the Public Consultation

#### 4.2.1 Support for “Additional Diversion”

The Residual Waste Study is very clear that both Durham and York are planning on an initial goal of 60% waste diversion by 2011 and a goal of 75% in the future. York Council recently adopted a draft policy to achieve 65% diversion by 2008. The majority of those participating in the consultative process supported these goals although a minority expressed concerns about the ability of the two Regions’ to achieve them.

The implications of the report on the evaluation of “Alternatives to” are that both Durham and York adopt a formal hierarchy for their integrated waste management systems to reflect the purpose of the undertaking for the EA Study, as follows:
- At-source diversion
- Thermal treatment (including energy and materials recovery)
- Landfill disposal of the treatment residue.

#### 4.2.2 Support for “Thermal Treatment”

The majority of participants in the consultative process were supportive of “Thermal Treatment” although many had a clear preference for a specific thermal treatment technology such as conventional combustion or plasma gasification. There was significant support for the recognition that while the preferred system was System 2(a) - Thermal Treatment of Mixed Solid Waste and Recovery of Energy followed by Recovery of Materials from Ash/Char, that new technologies categorized in System 2(b) – Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel may ultimately offer important benefits.

This strongly supports the recommendation that, the competitive process used during the evaluation of “Alternative Methods” allow for the submission of proposals to implement both System 2(a) and System 2(b), and that the final decision on the technologies used to implement the preferred residuals processing system be based on the results of this competitive process.

As part of the consultation process, a considerable amount of public education was also completed to convey the message that the alternatives being considered are “state-of-the-art” and do not include older technologies that have given rise to the negative connotations once associated with “Incineration”.
4.2.3 References to European Experience with Thermal Treatment
The “European Experience” with thermal treatment approaches was consistently referred to during the public consultation sessions, with specific requests that those responsible for selecting and approving the preferred residual waste processing system for Durham and York become very familiar with the “state-of-the-art” approaches used to manage waste in European nations. Recent European facility delegations involving elected officials from both Regions, municipal staff and the consulting team were designed to address the concern that in order to be able to make an effective and educated decision, some first-hand experience with these European examples, including the technology, political and policy environment, etc. would be advisable.

4.2.4 Implement Extended Producer Responsibility
There was broad support for product stewardship and extended producer responsibility (EPR) from both those that did not agree with the preferred residuals waste processing system, and from those that did support the system but that recognized the diversion benefits of EPR.

In Annex C-1, a report entitled Additional At-Source Diversion, the current status of extended producer responsibility in Ontario is noted. The report concludes that as the existing system, under the auspices of Waste Diversion Ontario (WDO), is primarily a funding mechanism, no significant effect on diversion would be associated with continued WDO programs. Extensive lobbying from all sectors will be needed in Ontario and federally, to achieve any real progress on EPR where the responsibility for end-of-life products would be solely the responsibility of the generator of the product. The participation of Durham and York in municipal lobbying efforts is expected to continue and will be necessary to demonstrate the commitment of both municipalities to diversion being the first priority for the management of waste.

4.2.5 Preference for Other Alternatives Based on the Selective Application of Various Criteria
A number of participants in the consultative process expressed a clear preference for other alternatives based on the selective application of a few of the criteria used in the Study for comparative analysis of the alternative systems. For example, some participants selected System 1 as their preferred system, based on the consideration of emissions to air including greenhouse gas emissions and greater feasibility, with the large landfill component, to accommodate diversion rates beyond 75%.

Under the Environmental Assessment Act (EA Act), the ‘environment’ is very broadly defined to include the natural, social and economic environment in both a local and global context. The evaluation criteria that were developed and applied to select the preferred system were formulated to address the need to examine all aspects of the environment to meet the need of the EA Act.

The formulation of the evaluation criteria was undertaken with public and agency input during both the preparation of the EA Terms of Reference and early in the process of
evaluating alternative systems. The EA Terms of Reference, including the proposed evaluation criteria were approved by the Minister of the Environment.

It would not be acceptable or good EA practice to choose the preferred “Alternative to” based on applying only a select few of the comparative criteria, and to do so would not comply with the approved EA Terms of Reference.

4.2.6 Concern that a Thermal Treatment Facility will Hinder Future Diversion Efforts

It has been claimed that any thermal treatment facility will compete for materials in the waste stream and hinder efforts to achieve higher diversion rates. It is essential to reinforce that both Durham and York are committed to an immediate goal of 60% waste diversion by 2011 and a goal of 75% in the future.

Diversion was studied in detail as part of the consideration of “Alternatives to” including consideration of what is being achieved worldwide in the area of diversion and the potential to divert additional materials from the Durham/York waste stream. No comparable municipality – including both single and multi family housing - in North America has achieved a diversion rate much beyond 50 percent. Some jurisdictions in Europe have achieved higher diversion rates and the majority of these also use thermal treatment to dispose of the residues that remain after diversion. The subsequent use of thermal treatment ash or char can add significantly to diversion rates.

If a thermal treatment facility with capacity for the approximately 250,000 annual tonnes of residual waste projected for Durham and York began operating in 2011 and continued to operate at that capacity through to the end of the study planning period (35 years), then increased diversion will be required to offset population growth. An overall diversion rate in excess of 75% would be required to continue to address the study area residual waste management needs.

Thermal treatment facilities are not a barrier to diversion when they are sized and operated appropriately. For example, the Region of Peel has achieved very high diversion rates and thermally processes most of its residual wastes. In practice, it is generally jurisdictions with high cost disposal facilities such as thermal facilities that have high diversion rates while jurisdictions with abundant low-cost landfill disposal facilities generally have lower diversion rates.

There are a variety of contractual mechanisms that can be used to ensure a thermal treatment facility has sufficient input material for economic operation and does not compete with diversion for material. For example, waste from commercial sources could be processed under short-term contracts that can be adjusted to accommodate changes in municipal quantities.

4.2.7 Concerns Regarding Air Emissions from a Thermal Treatment Facility and the Impact on Public Health
Thermal Treatment facilities for municipal solid waste are operated safely and are widely accepted around the world, including Europe, the United States and right here in Ontario (Brampton). These facilities have extensive air emissions monitoring programs in place to ensure the safety and protection of humans and the natural environment via compliance with stringent regulatory requirements.

In 1999, the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) released a study assessing the risks associated with incineration to human and ecological health. In this study, the MOE concluded that no significant health effects are likely in a typical suburban community located near an incinerator. They also predicted that water and sediment quality near an incinerator would meet ministry guidelines for the protection of aquatic life. Since the release of this document, even more stringent air emissions regulations have been released and enforced by the Province, further reducing the potential impacts related to the types of facilities studied in 1999.

Following the approval of thermal treatment as the preferred “Alternative to” by Regional Councils, a comprehensive review of the potential human and ecological impacts of thermal treatment, specific to the Durham/York Study area will be undertaken as part of the siting process. Input received from the analysis of the potential for human and ecological health impacts will represent an important component of the siting of a long-term waste processing facility(ies).

### 4.2.8 Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Concern was expressed by many of those that participated in the consultative process in regards to the greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) from thermal treatment and the need to address climate change. During the consultative period a study was publicly released by Friends of the Earth (FOE) regarding incineration and climate change, and was referred to by some participants in the consultative process. The FOE study determined that while electricity-only incineration was less climate-damaging then landfilling of waste, it was more climate-damaging than systems with aerobic or anaerobic mechanical-biological treatment and landfilling of stabilized residues. Interestingly, aerobic mechanical – biological treatment systems with the use of refuse derived fuel as a coal substitute in cement kilns was found to be relatively equivalent with those systems where the stabilized residue was landfilled. The FOE study also found that the GHG per Kilowatt hour of power emitted from incinerators that recovered combined heat and power (CHP) was relatively equivalent to that emitted from CHP Gas fired power stations.

In the evaluation of alternative residuals processing systems for Durham and York, it was found that System 2a) Thermal Treatment of Mixed Solid Waste and Recovery of Energy followed by Recovery of Materials from Ash/Char would have the highest net life-cycle emissions of GHG, and that System 1 Mechanical and Biological Treatment with Biogas Recovery would have the least. The air emissions from the recommended alternative though are well below the standards set by the Ministry of the Environment. Further, it should be noted that for the purpose of evaluating systems it was assumed that with all systems only electrical energy would be recovered. If the recovery of available heat as
well as electricity was factored into the analysis, the thermal treatment systems would have the lowest life-cycle emissions of GHG.

The findings of the Durham York Residual Waste Study agree with the FOE conclusion that recycling is better than incineration in terms of climate change, and as a result the highest priority is being placed on the recovery of materials from the waste stream to reach a 60 to 75% diversion target, and the evaluation of systems assumed high recovery rates for materials managed by the municipal blue box program, including the high value plastics in the waste stream.

The composition of the residual waste that would be thermally treated in System 2a or System 2b is largely made of materials that cannot be easily recovered by source separated diversion programs or mechanical treatment and that in the most part are difficult to recycle into new materials/products.

4.2.9 Need for a Larger Facility to Serve Additional Municipalities in the GTA
The purpose of Durham and York undertaking this EA Study is to find a local solution to waste management issues so that they are not as reliant on export alternatives outside their respective municipal boundaries.

Over the course of the study, it may be apparent that opportunities exist to provide excess capacity in the early stages of the planning period to neighbouring municipalities provided it would benefit the proponents and the broader environment. Municipal solid waste originating from outside the Study Area, particularly from smaller neighbouring communities outside the Greater Toronto Area, would offer a potential waste stream that could be managed by surplus capacity incorporated into the undertaking, should this be determined to be beneficial.

The Wesleyville site owned by Ontario Power Generation (OPG) was suggested but falls outside of the municipal boundaries of the Regions of Durham and York. During the evaluation of “Alternative Methods”, as set out in Section 6.2 of the approved EA Terms of Reference, Step 6 “Prospective vendors of the technology(ies) will be requested to submit their qualifications and may be invited to submit their own alternative site(s) for consideration. Prospective vendor site(s), if submitted, must clear minimum compliance requirements, such as being located in Ontario, to be included on the short list of sites. Public and agency consultation will be undertaken when the short list of alternative sites has been finalized.” Therefore, should OPG wish to have the Wesleyville site included for consideration as a potential short listed site, the EA Terms of Reference does allow for this option.

4.2.10 The Timeframe Provided for Review and Consultation on the Draft Report Regarding the Evaluation of “Alternatives To”
A few requests for extensions to the 30-day commenting period were received from local municipalities in Durham and York.
The 30-day comment period on the Draft Report is a common timeframe used in many EA Studies and by the MOE for documents that are posted publicly in accordance with the Environmental Bill of Rights for review and comment.

All parties including various agencies and the general public are being invited to comment on information issued throughout the EA Study process, which is projected to be complete in 2008. Comments received following the presentation of the recommendations on the preferred residuals processing system to the Joint Waste Management Group on May 30, 2006, will be documented and addressed where appropriate as the report proceeds through committee and Council in both Regions and as the EA Study progresses.

Given the U.S. border closure issue, an extension of the review timeframes for the Draft Report on the evaluation of “Alternatives To” was not considered by the study team, as this study needs to proceed expeditiously. A number of attendees at the public consultation sessions also expressed concern regarding the length of time required to complete the EA Study and implement the preferred alternative and expressed desire that the preferred option be implemented as soon as possible.

4.3 Final Consultant Recommendations
The Consultants considered the input received over the last month. Based on the seven step evaluation methodology and application of the criteria approved in the Terms of Reference approved by the Ministry of the Environment the Consultant recommended:

- The preferred system to manage the post-diversion or residual wastes is System 2(a) – Thermal treatment of municipal solid waste and recovery of energy followed by the recovery of materials from the ash/char.
- Because new technologies may offer additional benefits an alternative for further consideration in the upcoming competitive process is System 2(b) thermal treatment of a solid recovered fuel.

These final recommendations were presented to the Joint Waste Management Group on May 30, 2006.

4.4 Recommendations of the Joint Waste Management Group
On May 30, the Joint Waste Management Group considered the recommendations of the Consultant. The recommendations were approved (see Attachment 2) and sent to both Councils of York and Durham for consideration. In addition they recommended the following to both Councils as the next steps in the EA process:

- That the Staff and Consultant team for the Durham/York Residual Waste Study be directed to proceed with the evaluation of “Alternative Methods” in accordance with the approved EA Terms of Reference, including (but not limited to):
a. Consult with the public and agencies and confirm the proposed evaluation methodology and criteria to be utilized throughout the evaluation of “Alternative Methods”.

b. Determination of optimal facility size and throughput and resulting site size requirements.

c. Identify and evaluate siting alternatives for a processing facility;

d. Evaluation and implementation methods, including public-private partnerships and system financing.

e. Initiate a formal competitive procurement process as part of evaluation of “Alternative Methods” of implementing the preferred undertaking.

Regional staff support the work completed by the Consultant, the recommendations of the Joint Waste Management Group and recommend Committee and Council adopt the resolutions.

5. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The Region’s average cost per tonne for waste management processing and disposal are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Total Tonnes</th>
<th>Cost/tonne ($2005)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2021 (est.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landfill</td>
<td>210,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Separated Organics</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>69,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Box (Net)</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>112,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongara Pellet Fuel</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yard Waste</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>44,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Processing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>135,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Waste Management Processing Fees

Note: Costs are for processing only (i.e. paid to a contractor) and do not include collection costs.

On a weighted average basis in 2005 dollars the system costs would increase from $60/tonne to $88/tonne from 2005 to 2021 based on the values in Table 1.
6. LOCAL MUNICIPAL IMPACT

The siting of a waste facility could impact one municipality in York or Durham Regions. The siting identification and review process is the second part of the EA process and will start in the fall of this year. A short list of sites will be available in early 2007 at which time there will be considerable involvement with the municipalities and public where the potential sites have been identified.

7. CONCLUSION

York and Durham Regions are seeking a long-term solution to landfilling their residual waste. Through the EA process, the consulting team and JWMG has recommended a thermal option as the preferred technology. If approved by Council, the next step in the EA process is to prepare a short list of potential sites and report back early in 2007.

(The attachments referred to in this clause are included with this report.)
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Summary of Key Comments/Issues Identified During Consultation on The Draft Report Regarding the Evaluation of “Alternatives To” and Identification of the Preferred Residuals Processing System Presented to the Joint Waste Management Group on May 30, 2006
Comment: Support for “Additional Diversion”

The Residual Waste Study is very clear that both Durham and York are planning on an initial goal of 60% waste diversion by 2011 and a goal of 75% in the future. The majority of those participating in the consultative process supported these goals although a minority expressed concerns about the ability of the two Regions to achieve these goals.

The implications of the report on the evaluation of “Alternatives to” is that both Durham and York adopt a formal hierarchy for their integrated waste management systems to reflect the purpose of the undertaking for the EA Study, as follows:
- At-Source Diversion;
- Thermal Treatment (including energy and materials recovery); and
- Landfill Disposal of Residue.

Comment: Support for “Thermal Treatment” (both conventional combustion, gasification and pyrolysis)

The majority of participants in the consultative process were supportive of “Thermal Treatment” although many had a clear preference for a specific thermal treatment technology such as conventional combustion or plasma gasification. There was significant support for the recognition that while the preferred system was System 2(a) - Thermal Treatment of Mixed Solid Waste and Recovery of Energy followed by Recovery of Materials from Ash/Char, that new technologies categorized in System 2(b) – Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel may ultimately offer important benefits.

This strongly supports the recommendation that, the competitive process used during the evaluation of “Alternative Methods” allow for the submission of proposals to implement both System 2(a) and System 2(b), and that the final decision on the technologies used to implement the preferred residuals processing system be based on the results of this competitive process.

It is important to note, that as part of the consultation process, a considerable amount of public education was also completed to convey the message, that the Alternatives being considered are State-of-the-Art and do not include older technologies that have given rise to the negative connotations associated with “Incineration”.

SUMMARY OF KEY COMMENTS/ISSUES IDENTIFIED DURING CONSULTATION ON THE DRAFT REPORT REGARDING THE “EVALUATION OF “ALTERNATIVES TO” AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREFERRED RESIDUALS PROCESSING SYSTEM

May 30, 2006
Comment: References to European Experience with Thermal Treatment (suggestions to visit, examine and adopt modern incineration methods used in Europe)

The “European Experience” with thermal treatment approaches was consistently referred to during the public consultation sessions, with specific requests that those responsible for selecting and approving the preferred residual waste processing system for Durham and York become very familiar with the state-of-the-art approaches used to manage waste in European nations. Recent European facility delegations involving, elected officials from both Regions, municipal staff and the consulting team were designed to address the concern that in order to be able to make an effective and educated decision some first-hand experience with these European examples, including the technology, political and policy environment, etc. would be necessary.

Issue: Implement Extended Producer Responsibility (have industry manage their own wastes)

There was broad support for Product Stewardship and Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) from both those that did not agree with the preferred residuals waste processing system, and from those that did support the system but that recognized the diversion benefits of EPR.

In the Annex C-1 report on Additional At-Source Diversion, the current status of EPR in Ontario is noted, along with the assumption that as the existing system under the auspices of Waste Diversion Ontario is primarily a funding mechanism no real effect on diversion would be associated with continued WDO programs in Ontario. Extensive lobbying from all sectors will be needed in Ontario and federally, to achieve any real progress on EPR where the responsibility for end-of-life products would be solely the responsibility of the generator of the product. The participation of Durham and York in municipal lobbying efforts is expected to continue and will be necessary to demonstrate the commitment of both municipalities to diversion being the first priority for the management of waste.

Issue: Preference for other alternatives based on the selective application of various criteria

A number of participants in the consultative process expressed a clear preference for other alternatives based on the selective application of a few of the criteria used in the Study for comparative analysis of the alternative systems. For example, some participants selected System 1 as their preferred system, based on the consideration of emissions to Air including Greenhouse Gas Emissions and greater feasibility, with the large landfill component, to accommodate diversion rates beyond 75%.
Under the Environmental Assessment Act (EA Act), the ‘environment’ is very broadly defined to include the natural, social and economic environment in both a local and global context. The evaluation criteria that were developed and applied to select the preferred system were formulated to address the need to examine all aspects of the environment to meet the need of the EA Act.

The formulation of the evaluation criteria was undertaken with public and agency input during both the preparation of the EA Terms of Reference and early in the process of evaluating alternative systems. The EA Terms of Reference, including the proposed evaluation criteria were approved by the Minister of the Environment.

It would not be acceptable or good EA practice to choose the preferred “Alternative to” based on applying only a select few of the comparative criteria, and to do so would not comply with the approved EA Terms of Reference.

**Issue: Concern that a Thermal Treatment Facility will hinder future diversion efforts**

It has been claimed that any thermal treatment facility will compete for materials in the waste stream and hinder efforts to achieve higher diversion rates.

It is essential to reinforce that both Durham and York are committed to an immediate goal of 60% waste diversion by 2011 and a goal of 75% in the future.

Diversion was studied in detail as part of the consideration of “Alternatives to” including consideration of what is being achieved worldwide in the area of diversion and the potential to divert additional materials from the Durham/York waste stream. No comparable municipality – including both single and multi family housing - in North America has achieved a diversion rate much beyond 50 percent. Some jurisdictions in Europe have achieved higher diversion rates and the majority of these also use thermal treatment to dispose of the residues that remain after diversion. The utilization of thermal treatment ash or char can add significantly to diversion rates.

If a thermal treatment facility with capacity for the approximately 250,000 tonnes of residual waste projected for Durham and York began operating in 2011 and continued to operate at that capacity through to the end of the study planning period, then increased diversion will be required to offset population growth. An overall diversion rate in excess of 75% would be required to continue to address the study area residual waste management needs.

Thermal treatment facilities are not a barrier to diversion when they are sized and operated appropriately. For example, the Region of Peel has achieved very high diversion rates and thermally processes most of its residual wastes. In practice, it is generally jurisdictions with high cost disposal facilities such as thermal facilities that have high diversion rates while jurisdictions with abundant low-cost landfill disposal facilities generally have lower diversion rates.
There are a variety of contractual mechanisms that can be used to ensure a thermal treatment facility has sufficient input material for economic operation and does not compete with diversion for material. For example, waste from commercial sources could be processed under short-term contracts that can be adjusted to accommodate changes in municipal quantities.

**Issue: Concerns regarding air emissions from a Thermal Treatment Facility and the impact on Public Health**

Thermal Treatment facilities for municipal solid waste are operated safely and are widely accepted around the world, including Europe, the United States and right here in Brampton. These facilities have extensive air emissions monitoring programs in place to ensure the safety and protection of humans and the natural environment via compliance with stringent regulatory requirements.

In 1999, the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) released a study assessing the risks associated with incineration to human and ecological health. In this study, the MOE concluded that no significant health effects are likely in a typical suburban community located near an incinerator. They also predicted that water and sediment quality near an incinerator would meet ministry guidelines for the protection of aquatic life. Since the release of this document, even more stringent air emissions regulations have been released and enforced by the Province, further reducing the potential impacts related to the types of facilities studied in 1999.

Following the approval of Thermal Treatment as the preferred “Alternative to” by Regional Councils, a comprehensive review of the potential human and ecological impacts of Thermal Treatment, specific to the Durham/York Study area will be undertaken as part of the siting process. Input received from the analysis of the potential for human and ecological health impacts will represent an important component of the siting of a long-term waste processing facility(ies).

**Issue: Greenhouse Gas Emissions**

Concern was expressed by many of those that participated in the consultative process in regards to the greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) from thermal treatment and the need to address climate change. During the consultative period a study was publicly released by Friends of the Earth (FOE, UK) regarding incineration and climate change, and was referred to by some participants in the consultative process. The FOE study determined that while electricity-only incineration was less climate-damaging than landfilling of waste, it was more climate-damaging than systems with aerobic or anaerobic mechanical-biological treatment and landfilling of stabilized residues. Interestingly, aerobic MBT systems with the use of refuse derived fuel as a coal substitute in cement kilns was found to be relatively equivalent with those systems where the stabilized residue was landfilled.
The FOE study also found that the GHG per Kilowatt hour of power emitted from incinerators that recovered combined heat and power (CHP) was relatively equivalent to that emitted from CHP Gas fired power stations.

In the evaluation of alternative residuals processing systems for Durham and York, it was found that System 2a) Thermal Treatment of Mixed Solid Waste and Recovery of Energy followed by Recovery of Materials from Ash/Char would have the highest net life-cycle emissions of GHG, and that System 1 Mechanical and Biological Treatment with Biogas Recovery would have the least. However, it should be noted that for the purpose of evaluating systems it was assumed that with all systems only electrical energy would be recovered. If the recovery of available heat as well as electricity had been factored into the analysis, the thermal treatment systems would have had the lowest life-cycle emissions of GHG.

The findings of the Durham York Residual Waste Study agree with the FOE conclusion that recycling is better than incineration in terms of climate change, and as a result the highest priority is being placed on the recovery of materials from the waste stream to reach a 60 to 75% diversion target, and the evaluation of systems assumed high recovery rates for materials managed by the municipal blue box program, including the high value plastics in the waste stream.

The composition of the residual waste that would be thermally treated in System 2a) (or System 2b) is largely made of materials that cannot be easily recovered by source separated diversion programs or mechanical treatment and that in the most part are difficult to recycle into new materials/products.

**Issue: Need for a larger facility to serve additional municipalities in the GTA (including the Wesleyville Site)**

The purpose of Durham and York undertaking this EA Study is to find a local solution to waste management issues so that they are not as reliant on export alternatives outside their respective municipal boundaries.

Over the course of the study, it may be apparent that opportunities exist to provide excess capacity in the early stages of the planning period to neighbouring municipalities provided it would benefit the proponents and the broader environment. Municipal solid waste originating from outside the Study Area, particularly from smaller neighbouring communities outside the Greater Toronto Area, would offer a potential waste stream that could be managed by surplus capacity incorporated into the undertaking, should this be determined to be beneficial.
The Wesleyville site falls outside of the municipal boundaries of the Regions of Durham and York. During the evaluation of “Alternative Methods”, as set out in Section 6.2 of the approved EA Terms of Reference, Step 6 “Prospective vendors of the technology(ies) will be requested to submit their qualifications and may be invited to submit their own alternative site(s) for consideration. Prospective vendor site(s), if submitted, must clear minimum compliance requirements, such as being located in Ontario, to be included on the short list of sites. Public and agency consultation will be undertaken when the short list of alternative sites has been finalized.” Therefore, should OPG wish to have the Wesleyville site included for consideration as a potential short listed site, the EA Terms of Reference does allow for this option.

**Issue: The timeframe provided for review and consultation on the Draft Report regarding the evaluation of “Alternatives To”**

A few requests for extensions to the 30-day commenting period were received from local municipalities in Durham and York.

The 30-day comment period on the Draft Report is a common timeframe used in many EA Studies and by the MOE for documents that are posted publicly in accordance with the Environmental Bill of Rights for review and comment.

All parties including various agencies and the general public are being invited to comment on information issued throughout the EA Study process, which is projected to be complete in 2008. Comments received following the presentation of the recommendations on the preferred residuals processing system to the Joint Waste Management Group on May 30, 2006, will be documented and addressed where appropriate as the report proceeds through committee and Council in both Regions and as the EA Study progresses.

Given the U.S. border closure issue, an extension of the review timeframes for the Draft Report on the evaluation of “Alternatives To” was not considered by the study team, as this study needs to proceed expeditiously. It should be noted that a number of attendees at the public consultation sessions expressed concern regarding the length of time required to complete the EA Study and implement the preferred alternative and expressed desire that the preferred option be implemented as soon as possible.
Presentation to the Joint Waste Management Group on May 30th, 2006
Consulting Team’s Recommendation on Preferred “Alternative To”
Joint Waste Management Group
Meeting #6
(May 30th, 2006)

Consulting Team’s Recommendation on the Preferred “Alternative To”

Overview of Presentation

- Environmental Assessment Process and Timelines
- Alternative Residuals Processing Systems Considered
- Advantages and Disadvantages of Alternatives and Recommended Residuals Processing System
- Public and Agency Consultation on Consultants Conclusion and Issues Identified
- Next Steps
Environmental Assessment
Process & Timelines

- EA Terms of Reference developed during 2005 and Approved on March 31, 2006
- Consideration of “Alternatives To” and selection of a preferred Residuals Processing System – June 2006
- Consideration of “Alternatives Methods” and selection of a preferred Facility Site – Spring 2007
- Selection of a Specific Technology and Vendor – Fall 2007
- Detailed Site Specific Studies – late 2007 & early 2008
- Submission and Approval of EA – End of 2008
- Construction of Facility – 2009 & 2010
- Facility Operational - 2011

Need & Purpose of Undertaking

- To process - physically, biologically and/or thermally – the waste that remains after the application of both Regions’ at-source waste diversion programs in order to recover resources - both material and energy - and to minimize the amount of material requiring landfill disposal.

- In proceeding with this undertaking only those approaches that will meet or exceed all regulatory requirements will be considered.
Additional At-Source Diversion

- 2005 diversion at 36% in Durham & 32% in York
- Need full implementation of expanded recycling, SSO programs & drop-off depots
- Need additional promotional programs and incentives to get to 60% by 2011
- If 60% diversion achieved need initial Capacity of 250,000 tpy in 2011
- If diversion grows to 75% then no facility expansion required, otherwise may expand to 400,000 tpy

Alternative Residuals Processing Systems

- Four functionally different alternatives to recover materials and energy
- Alternative Systems
  - 1 Mechanical, Biological Treatment with Recovery of Biogas
  - 2(a) Thermal Treatment of MSW & Recovery of Materials from Ash/Char
  - 2(b) Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel
  - 2(c) Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel with Biogas Recovery
- All alternatives have some residue that requires landfill disposal
System 1: Mechanical and Biological Treatment with Biogas Recovery

Post Diversion Waste

- Mechanical Treatment
- Biological Treatment (Anaerobic Digestion)
- Thermal Treatment

Markets

Recyclable Materials

Biogas

Energy

System 2a: Thermal Treatment of Mixed Waste with Recovery of Materials from the Ash/Char

Post Diversion Waste

- Thermal Treatment

Markets

Recyclable Materials

Ash/ Char

Landfill

System 2b: Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel

Residual Waste Study

At-Source Diversion

90% to 75% Diversion

40 to 25%

Post Diversion Waste

Waste

Mechanical Treatment

Optional Biological Treatment (Bio-Drying)

Thermal Treatment

Markets

Recyclable Materials

Solid Recovered Fuel

Energy

Residue

Ash/Char

Landfill

System 2c: Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel with Biogas Recovery

Residual Waste Study

At-Source Diversion

90% to 75% Diversion

40 to 25%

Post Diversion Waste

Waste

Mechanical Treatment

Biological Treatment (Anaerobic Digestion)

Thermal Treatment

Markets

Recyclable Materials

Solid Recovered Fuel

Energy

Biogas

Stabilized Residuals

Ash/Char

Landfill
System 1: MBT with Biogas Recovery

Advantages & Disadvantages

**Advantages**
- Lowest potential impacts on air environment
- More flexible to changes in waste quantities & composition
- Potentially lower system costs provided low cost landfill can be obtained
- Potential to increase diversion through recovery of additional recyclables – advantage shared with Alternatives 2(b) & 2(c)

**Disadvantages**
- Greatest potential impacts to water & land
- Greatest potential to disrupt sensitive habitats
- Lowest energy generation - both renewable & total
- Greatest potential social impact on landfill host community
- Least reliable due to dependence on export landfill contracts

Systems 2(a) & 2(b):
Thermal Treatment of MSW & SRF

Advantages & Disadvantages

**Advantages**
- Lowest potential impacts to water & land
- Lowest potential to disrupt sensitive habitats
- Greatest energy generation – both renewable & total
- Lowest potential social impact on landfill host community
- Highest reliability due to minimum dependence on export landfill
- Costs, although high, comparable in the case of System 2(a) to System 1

**Disadvantages**
- Highest potential impact on the air environment
- Less flexible to changes in waste quantities & composition
- Need to manage hazardous residues – may not be a disadvantage
**Differences Between Thermal Treatment Alternatives 2(a) & 2(b)**

- **System 2(a) Thermal Treatment of MSW**
  - More proven & reliable technology
  - Lower costs – based on experience to date

- **System 2(b) Thermal Treatment of SRF**
  - Potential to recover more recyclables – some plastics as well as metals
  - Potential improvements to air emissions, energy conversion efficiency & costs *MAY* be provided by new technologies presently under development

**System 2(c) TT of SRF with Biogas Recovery Advantages & Disadvantages**

- **Advantages**
  - Potential to increase diversion through recovery of additional recyclables and also make beneficial use of the post diversion waste stream – advantage shared with Alternative 2(b)

- **Disadvantages - due to complexity of process**
  - Highest Cost
  - Low technical reliability

- **Other Advantages & Disadvantages fall between System 1 & System 2(a, b)**
Based on a 7 Step evaluation methodology and application of criteria approved with the Terms of Reference the Consulting Team recommends:

2(a) Thermal Treatment of MSW & Recovery of Materials from Ash/Char

Because new technologies may offer additional benefits an alternative for further consideration is:

2(b) Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel

Note: Thermal treatment includes combustion, gasification & pyrolysis
Residual Waste Study

- Executive Summary
- Report: Consultants Recommendation
- Annex A
  - Approved Environmental Assessment Terms of Reference
- Annex B
  - Results of Public & Agency Consultation on Step 1 Review of Evaluation Methodology and Criteria
- Annex C: Step 2 Reports
  - C-1 Report on Additional At-Source Diversion
  - C-2 Report on Formulation of Alternative Residuals Processing Systems

Durham/York Residual Waste Study
Presentation to JWMG – May 30, 2006
Residual Waste Study

- Annex D: Reports on Environments Potentially Effected
  - D-1 Air Environment
  - D-2 Terrestrial / Aquatic Environment
  - D-3 Agricultural Environment
  - D-4 Social / Cultural Environment
  - D-5 Legal / Jurisdictional Environment

- Annex E: Steps 4, 5, & 6 Net Effects Analysis
  - E-1 System Mass Balances and Diversion Estimates
  - E-2 Facility land Requirements
  - E-3 Electrical Energy Balances
  - E-4 Financial Analysis and Costs
  - E-5 System Environmental Analysis
  - E-6 Generic Air Dispersion Modeling

- Annex F: Step 7 Identification of Preferred Residuals Processing System
  - Summary Report and Record of Consultation

Consultation on Consultation’s Conclusion re Preferred System

- Conclusion re Preferred Disposal System Presented to JWMG on April 18th – opportunities for consultation promoted widely
- Public Information Sessions, 7:00 – 9:00 pm, to present conclusions
  - Durham Region
    - Cannington May 9th
    - Clarington May 10th
    - Ajax May 11th
  - York Region
    - Newmarket May 9th
    - Richmond Hill May 10th
    - Vaughan May 11th
- Public Delegation Sessions of May 17th to listen to residents
  - Durham Region (1:00 pm & 7:00 pm)
  - York Region (9:00 am & 7:00 pm)
- Polling by Ipsos Reid
Major Issues Identified During Consultation

**Residual Waste Study**

- Numerous comments expressing support for “Additional Diversion”
- Numerous comments expressing support for “Thermal Treatment”
- Suggestions to visit, examine and adopt modern incineration methods used in Europe.
- Implement Extended Producer Responsibility – have industry manage their own wastes
- Some respondents prefer other alternatives based on the selective application of various criteria
- Concern that a Thermal Treatment Facility will hinder future diversion efforts
- Concerns regarding air emissions from a Thermal Treatment Facility and public health
- Concerns regarding greenhouse gas emissions
- Suggestions that a larger facility is needed to serve the GTA
- Concerns that the 30 days provided for review and consultation was insufficient

**Polling Results**

- 400 residents surveyed by telephone during the week of May 15th
  (Results accurate to +/- 4.9%, 19 times out of 20)
- 79% agree that the continued export of waste is not sustainable
- 78% agree with the plan to build a thermal facility (incinerator or gasification plant) in Durham or York to process the waste left over after recycling & composting
- Of the 17% who disagree with building a thermal facility,
  - 57% (or 10% of total) feel the remaining waste should be managed by additional diversion
  - 29% (or 5% of total) feel export to landfill should continue and
  - 5% (less than 1% of total) feel a new landfill site should be developed in Durham or York.
Proposed Next Steps

- Joint Waste Management Group to consider Consultants Recommendation on May 30th
- Committees & Councils may consider a recommendation from the JWMG on a Residuals Processing System at their June Meetings
  - Durham & York Committees June 7th
  - Durham Council June 21st
  - York Council June 22nd
- If direction provided, will begin work on identifying a facility site and preferred implementation approach.

Questions

All documents available on the project web site

www.durhamyorkwaste.ca
Official Minutes
Joint Waste Management Group Meeting
on May 30th, 2006
A regular meeting of the Joint Waste Management Group for the Durham/York Residual Waste Study was held on Tuesday, May 30, 2006, LL-C Boardroom, Durham Regional Headquarters, 605 Rossland Road East, Whitby, at 10:11 a.m.

Present: Councillor Brunelle, Chair, Region of Durham
Councillor Clarke, Region of Durham
Councillor Crawford, Region of Durham
Councillor Ferri, Chair, York Region, left the meeting at 12:06 p.m.
Councillor Johnson, Region of Durham
Councillor Pidwerbecki, Region of Durham
Councillor Self, Region of Durham
Councillor Shier, Region of Durham, left the meeting at 11:25 a.m.
Councillor Wheeler, York Region
L. Burt, Resident, Township of Scugog, DEAC Representative
M. Evans, Resident, Township of Brock
I. Gray, Resident, Town of Newmarket
J. McGinnis, Resident, City of Pickering, Durham Conservation Centre
B. Mersey, Resident, Town of Markham, Markham Conservation Committee
S. Perrella, Resident, City of Vaughan, left the meeting at 12:06 p.m.

Absent: Councillor Heath, York Region
G. Rye, Director of Utility Services, City of Peterborough
Mayor T. Taylor, York Region

Also Present: Mayor W.F. Bell, York Region
Regional Chair Fisch, York Region, left the meeting at 12:06 p.m.
C. Herrington, Mayor, Town of Brighton
B. Pyatt, CAO, County of Northumberland

Staff Present: B. Boffey, Project Co-ordinator, MacViro Consultants Inc.
C. Bradley, Public Works Director, County of Peterborough
A. Campbell, Director, Solid Waste Management Branch, York Region
C. Curtis, Commissioner of Works, Durham Region
C. Harvey, Northumberland County
Councillor Brunelle assumed the position of Chair.

1. SUMMARY OF DELEGATIONS TO EUROPE

D. Merriman, MacViro Consultants, reported that the trip to Europe to tour thermal treatment facilities in the Netherlands was very successful and informative. To provide the Committee with a better understanding of the type of technology being used in Europe, he played a DVD on the Sysav Waste Energy Plant located in Malmö, Sweden, which explains the process of the thermal treatment of Mixed Solid Waste.

D. Merriman advised that the delegation met with the Minister of the Dutch Environment and learned about their waste management hierarchy and toured several plants throughout the Netherlands.

D. Merriman responded to questions from the members relating to the height of the stack, the required size of a facility, the disposal of residential and commercial waste, and the possibility of the energy created being used as a partially renewable fuel source.

2. OVERVIEW OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION ON CONSULTANTS' CONCLUSION ON PREFERRED "ALTERNATIVE TO"

D. Merriman gave a PowerPoint Presentation on the Consulting Team's recommendation on the Preferred "Alternative To". A copy of the presentation was included in the Evaluation of "Alternatives To" and Identification of Preferred Residuals Processing System Report, which was distributed to each of the members.

D. Merriman recapped the Environmental Assessment process and the timelines to date.
He advised that the undertaking has been very focused and that only residual waste left over from aggressive diversion programs is being considered. He stated that (4) functionally different alternatives to recover materials and energy were considered:

1. Mechanical, Biological Treatment with Recovery of Biogas;
2. a) Thermal Treatment of Mixed Solid Waste (MSW) and Recovery of Materials from Ash/Char;
2. b) Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel; and
2. c) Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel with Biogas Recovery.

It was pointed out that all alternatives have some residue that requires landfill disposal.

J. McKay, Jacques Whitford, provided a comparison of the advantages and disadvantages between each of the systems. He advised that based on a seven step evaluation methodology and application of criteria approved with the Terms of Reference, the consulting team recommends that the preferred alternative be 2. a) Thermal Treatment of MSW and Recover of Materials from Ash/Char. He stressed that because new technologies may offer additional benefits, an alternative for further consideration is alternative 2. b) Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel.

D. Merriman provided an overview of the supporting documentation contained in the Report. He also reviewed the results of the consultation process.

3. OVERVIEW OF PUBLIC DELEGATIONS

D. Merriman advised that Public Information Sessions took place in both Durham and York Regions on May 9, 10, and 11, 2006 to discuss the consultants’ conclusions regarding the preferred system. As well, public delegations were held at both York Region and Durham Region on May 17, 2006. which provided an opportunity for the public to express their opinion on a preferred system. An Ipsos Reid telephone poll of 400 residents (200 in each Region) was also conducted during the week of May 15th, 2006. He provided an overview of the results of these sessions and the major issues identified during the consultation process. A summary of the key comments/issues identified during the consultation process was also included in the Report.

B. Mersey submitted the following comments on behalf of the Markham Conservation Committee:

- The timeframe for response is too short given the nature of the report and they feel the decision has already been made
The burning of garbage to boost energy goes against the main goal of diversion

60% to 75% diversion rate should be higher, they feel the current programs are too conservative

The flexibility of the system is also a concern

There is concern that the facility will be developed in a residential area. B. Mersey requested that this be addressed during the consultation process for site selection.

B. Mersey stated that people are looking to the policy makers to guarantee that waste reduction remains the main concern.

J. McGinnis stated that he is uncomfortable with the results outlined in the presentation, that at the public delegation session he attended, the majority of people did not support a thermal process. He also expressed concern regarding when the backup material would be made available for review.

D. Merriman clarified that the conclusion that there was support from the majority of participants in the consultation process was based on review of the comments from all of the PIC’s, all of the public delegations and the results of the Ipsos Reid poll, as well as any comments that were received by mail. He also responded to the concerns regarding the availability of back-up material from the public delegation process. He advised that the bulk of the material hasn't changed from what was approved on April 18, 2006 and the most significant new item is the information from the public consultation process, which has been summarized and included in the Report. He advised that all back-up material regarding the public delegations would be available on the Durham/York website at www.durhamyorkwaste.ca, and provided to the members by next week.

4. RECOMMENDATION OF PREFERRED "ALTERNATIVE TO"

Discussion ensued regarding the recommendation on the preferred "Alternative To" put forward by the Consultants, as outlined in the Report on the "Evaluation of 'Alternatives To' and Identification of the Preferred Residuals Processing System". A copy of the consultant's recommendation was distributed to the members.

The consultant is recommending System 2a) Thermal Treatment of Mixed Solid Waste (MSW) and Recovery of Energy followed by the Recovery of Materials from the Ash/Char.

Further discussion ensued regarding the consideration of an alternative treatment process, the evaluation process for proposals, and ownership of the facility.
Councillor Heath submitted his concerns with regard to the recommendations put forth by the consultant via e-mail, which A. Campbell read out for the Committee.

MOVED by Councillor Ferri,
"THAT the Durham/York Residual Waste Study Joint Waste Management Group recommends to the respective Works Committees for the Region of Durham and York Region for their approval and subsequent recommendation to their respective Regional Councils:

a) THAT the preferred system to manage the post-diversion or residual waste be System 2a) – Thermal Treatment of Mixed Solid Waste (MSW) and Recovery of Energy followed by the Recovery of Materials from the Ash/Char, as outlined in the Report on the 'Evaluation of "Alternatives To" and Identification of the Preferred Residuals Processing System' be approved;

b) THAT, because new technologies may offer additional benefits, an alternative for further consideration in the upcoming competitive process be System 2 b) 'Thermal Treatment of Solid Recovered Fuel';

c) THAT the Staff and Consultant team for the Durham/York Residual Waste Study be directed to proceed with the evaluation of 'Alternative Methods' in accordance with the approved EA Terms of Reference, including (but not limited to):

i) Consult with the public and agencies and confirm the proposed evaluation methodology and criteria to be utilized throughout the evaluation of 'Alternative Methods';

ii) Determination of optimal facility size and throughput and resulting site size requirements;

iii) The identification and evaluation of siting alternatives for a processing facility;

iv) The evaluation of implementation methods, including ownership options, public-private partnerships and system financing; and

v) Initiation of a formal competitive procurement process as part of the evaluation of 'Alternative Methods' of implementing the preferred undertaking."

CARRIED
5. **NEXT STEPS**

D. Merriman advised that the next step would be to have the York Solid Waste Management Committee and Durham Works Committee consider the recommendation from the JWMG at their June 7, 2006 meeting for subsequent recommendation to the respective Councils. If direction is provided, work will begin on identifying a facility site and preferred implementation approach.

6. **DATE OF NEXT MEETING**

The next regularly scheduled meeting of the Joint Waste Management Group is scheduled for September 19, 2006, from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., at the York Region Administrative Centre, Seminar Room, Main Floor.

7. **ADJOURNMENT**

MOVED by Councillor Johnson,

“THAT the meeting be adjourned.”

CARRIED

The meeting adjourned at 12:10 p.m.

_________________________
M. Brunelle, Chair
Joint Waste Management Group (JWMG)